
Activity & Printable: Sacrament Sort 

Supplies Needed: 

 Cardstock 

 Sacraments Sorting Game Printable 

 Scissors 

To Prepare: 

Print out the Sacraments Sorting Game on 
cardstock for durability. Cut apart the pictures 
representing each sacrament. 

To Play: 

Have students play alone or with partners. 
Select one picture at a time and identifying the 
sacrament that is represented in the picture. 
Some pictures are used in more than one 
sacrament. There are four pictures for each sacrament. 

Once they have identified the correct sacrament, sort it into the box with that title and pick up another 
picture card. Continue doing this until all of the picture cards are sorted by sacrament. 

Ideas for Differentiation: 

Younger Students 

 Instead of giving them 4 pictures to represent each sacrament, just start with one picture for each 
sacrament 

 Use as review after teaching about the sacraments 
 Use the pictures as a way to introduce the sacrament – ask them what they know about the pictures, 

what are the items used for, etc. 

Older Students 

 Talk about why some of the pictures were used to represent that sacrament – what do they mean? 
How are they used? What other symbols could be added to help explain the sacrament? 

 Use the pictures to help study the sacrament in more depth – What do the letters on the oil mean? 
What are the different colors that the priest wears? When do they wear different colored stoles? 

 Use the game as a review of the sacraments 
 Have students use the picture cards to present a sacrament to the class and explain what they know 

about the sacrament and what objects are used during that sacrament. 
 Using the pictures from the game, discuss what the form and matter for each sacrament would be. 

Which are included in the pictures? What else could you add? 

 

https://www.catholicteacher.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Sacrament-Sort.pdf

